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WELCOME TO BUSHIDO TENSHIN DOJO 

 
 
 

The information contained herein was prepared to assist you, the new 

student in getting acquainted with the dojo’s policies and procedures 

as well as general information that we feel is important. If you have 

questions regarding this information please ask your sempai (senior stu-

dent) or Sensei. 
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Introduction to Aikido 

 

Although Aikido is a relatively recent innovation within the 

world of the Martial Arts, it is heir to a rich cultural and 

philosophical background. Aikido was created in Japan by 

Morihei Ueshiba; he was trained extensively in several tradi-

tional Arts of Jiu-Jitsu as well as spear and sword Arts.  Ai-

kido is not just a system of self-defense. Aikido encourages 

self-cultivation and improvement. Aikido has no tourna-

ments, competitions,contests or sparring. Instead, aikido 

technique is learned cooperatively at a pace commensurate 

with the abilities of each student. 

 

 

 

Bushido tenshin aikido 

Many students ask what is bushido tenshin aikido? it can be 

easily explained as “the aikido practiced at bushido dojo”. 

Although  it’s  not  a “style” or “system” of aikido, bushido 

aikido can be better described as a concept or way of prac-

ticing aikido as taught by john araujo sensei. 

Araujo sensei began his aikido training at the age 17.  He 

opened up his first aikido dojo in 2007 new bedford, ma. 

araujo  studied with many masters in the US and in Japan. His 

greatest influence was by Haruo Mastouka Sensei. Araujo 

sensei also studied the art of Shotokan Karate at age 7 un-

der Hanshi John Almeida for 10 years.  
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John araujo sensei chief instructor 

Chief instructor john araujo Sensei holds a 6th degree black belt in Aikido 

and President of the Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation. he has over 35 

years martial arts experience and began his Martial art career in 1979 at 

age 7 through John Almeida (Hanshi) 8th dan, Shotokan Karate-Do Style for 

approximately 10 plus years. 

 

Araujo Sensei then at the age of 17 was introduced to another Martial Art 

called Aikido, where he went on to train under Jack Leonardo Sensei at the 

New Bedford Aikikai, who was a student  of Kanai Sensei, Koichi Tohei, and Ya-

mada Sensei. 

  

After Leonardo Sensei’s passing, Araujo Sensei joined Aikido Wellness Cen-

ter in Dartmouth Ma. Under D. Cardoza Sensei for a few years after begin-

ning his Aikido Journey’s.  In early 2000 Araujo Sensei attended a Tenshin Ai-

kido Seminar in Florida. Araujo Sensei trained for several years in Tenshin 

Aikido until he realized he had obtained all the knowledge available to him by 

his Shihan. Resigning from his former Shihan, Araujo Sensei started a new 

chapter in his Tenshin Aikido career. With the Tenshin Aikido of H. Matsuoka 

Sensei, L. Santos Sensei, E. Freeman Sensei, & C. Dunn Sensei Araujo Sensei 

began to spread Steven Seagal’s style of Aikido.   

 

bushido dojo means the way of the warrior  

 

Araujo Sensei also holds rank in the Arts of Shotokan Karate-Do issued by 

John Almeida International Karate Assoc.  

 

Today Araujo Sensei travels throughout the country conducting seminars, 

teaching and sharing his tenshin Aikido and Kenjutsu.  Sensei Araujo is also 

part and a member of the I.I.M.A.A, & several other martial arts organizations 



 

 

 

 

the dojo mon 
the Bushido dojo mon must be worn on the left sleeve of your gi in the bicep 

area (four fingers below the seam). The initial patch will be supplied to each 

student. Additional patches can be purchased at the dojo.  

 

Dojo Etiquette  

 

Proper observance of etiquette is as much a part of your  training as is learning tech-

niques. Please take  the following guidelines seriously.  
At the beginning of aikido class, all students should be line up in front of the 

shomen / kamiza, which mean holy wall. Students should line up from right to 

left /right being senior student according to their rank.  

when sensei is bowing all students will place the left hand in front of there 

left  knee first then there right hand in front of there right knee, forming a 

triangle with their hands.  

At which time the students should (rei) bow at that same time sensei (rei) bow 

placing there forehead in the center of that triangle. 

At that point all students will bring there hand together in front of there 

face and will clap two times with sensei then bow one more time together. 

If Sensei is not opening class then sempai will conduct the opening the same 

way sensei does. 

If sensei is teaching class then sempai will bow the class in with out any 

claps and start the warm up. Sensei will then after the warm up will start 

the formal opening of aikido class. 

All students will treat there sempai with great respect because he or she is 

teaching for sensei in his absent.  All classes will be conducted the same 

traditional way  sensei does.  Any disrespect or disruption of class will re-

sult in termination from the dojo. 
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When entering or leaving the dojo, it is proper to bow in the direction of the 

kamiza, or the front of the dojo. You should also bow when entering or 

leaving the mat. 

Be on time for class. If you do happen to arrive late, sit  in  seiza on the edge 

of the mat until the instructor grants  permission to join practice. 

If you should have to leave the mat or dojo for any reason during class. Ap-

proach the instructor and ask for permission. 

Avoid sitting on the mat with your back to the kamiza. Also do not lean 

against the walls or sit with your legs stretched out. ( either sit in seiza or 

cross legged.) 

The dojo is not to be use for any purpose other than regularly scheduled 

classes without the direct permission of the head instructor.  

Dojo etiquette con’t 



 

 

Dojo rules    &   training rules 

 

Do not bring food gum, or beverages with you into the dojo. 

Please keep your finger nails and toe nails cut short. 

Please keep talking during class to a minimum. What conversation there 

should be restricted to one topic- Aikido. 

Carry out the directives of the instructor promptly. Do  not  keep the rest 

of the class waiting for you. 

Do not engage in rough-housing or needless contest of strength during 

class. 

Keep your training uniform clean, in good shape, and free of offensive 

odors. 

No shoes on the mat 

Cleaning is an active prayer of thanksgiving. It is each student’s responsibil-

ity to assist in cleaning the dojo. 

The mat should be clean before each class.  

Clean the kamiza / shomen after each class. 

The last class of the day will then clean the mats with the proper cleaning 

agent.   

Every Friday before class of each week the dojo will be clean 

dusting moping  vacuuming and restroom. 

Respect your training tools. Weapons should be in good condition and in 

their proper place when not in use. 

Never use someone else’s practice gi or weapons. 

A few minutes before class time you should be warmed up and formally 

seated in quiet meditation to rid your mind of the day’s problem and prepare 

for study. 

During class when the instructor demonstrates a technique for practice, 

sit quietly and attentively in seiza. After the demonstration bow  to the in-

structor, then to your partner and immediately begin to practice.  

When the end of a technique is signaled, stop immediately, bow to your part-

ner and quickly line up with other students. 

If it is necessary to ask a question of the instructor you should go to him or 

her and bow respectfully (standing bow). Never call the instructor over to 

you. 

When receiving personal instruction, sit in seiza and watch intently. Bow 

formally when the instructor has finished. When another near by is being 

instructed you may stop your practice to watch. Sit formally and bow as be-

fore. 
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Dojo Rules & Training Con’t 

Respect those more experienced. Never argue about technique. 

If you understand the movement and are working with someone who does not 

you may lead that person through it. Do not attempt to correct or instruct 

your training partner unless you are authorized to do so. 

No jewelry should be worn during practice, including rings and pierced ear-

rings. 

Never drink alcoholic beverages while still wearing practice gi. 

Do not talk or walk around while the instructor is demonstrating or during 

the opening and closing ceremony. 

If the dojo has mirrors keep them clean. 

If an under t- shirt  is necessary, white color is necessary. 

Sempai is to offer to fold sensei hakama. Fold it properly 

Pay tuition and test fees on time.  

Record training hours honestly yourself. 

Always follow dojo warm up format. 

When class is over and the formal ending of class is completed all stu-

dents will keep there left hand on the mat, head in upright position watching 

sensei leave the mat.  Sensei will then say doso all students will then bow. 

Every other students will step forward and face one another then bow to 

each other  



 

 

Dojo Dues 

Monthly dues at Bushido Tenshin dojo Headquarters.  All dues depends on 

the timely payment of your monthly dues in order to properly operate as a 

Dojo.  

Monthly fees will be due on the first week of each Month. Dues are subject 

to change.  

                                                 KYU TESTING FEES IS $65.00   

                                 Bushido Tenshin dojo annual fees is $100.00   

Testing fees  

Testing fees will be due and payable for all kyu grades two weeks before 

the day of your examination.  This price will include  Kyu grade certificate.  

Students who do not pay the testing fee  before the testing date will not be 

allowed to test.  Student will have to test the next schedule time. 

Dan grade fees    Dan Certificate                                                                                              

Certificates fees 

         Shodan $ 250.00       Nidan $350       Sandan $450      Yondan $500 
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Japanese   terminology  for   the   beginner 

A beginning student of aikido must overcome the initial obstacle of unfamiliar Japa-

nese terminology used to describe the techniques and practices of aikido. Actually, 

the terms used in aikido are simple and descriptive. A little effort in learning this vo-

cabulary can add much to one’s ability to learn and understand aikido. Japanese ter-

minology is always used in teaching aikido for two reasons. First, it helps to pre-

serve the traditional heritage of a Japanese martial art, and second, it provides a 

standard terminology for aikido practitioners around the  

Ai: Harmony  

Ki: Spirit  

Do: Way  

Aikido: The way for harmony of the spirit  

Atemi Waza: Techniques of striking  

Bokken: Wooden practice sword  

Budo: Relating to the way of the warrior  

Bushido: The way of chivalry  

Dan: Black Belt rank  

Deai: The moment of truth, meeting of two forces  

Deshi: student  

Dojo: the place where the way is revealed  

Hakama: Wide skirted pants worn over gi  

Hanmi: The relaxed triangular stance of aikido  

Hanmi Handachi: Techniques practice with nage sitting and uke 

standing  

Hara: The lower abdomen  

Irimi: Entering moving into and through the line of 

attack with no thought of escape  

Jiyu Waza: Free techniques in testing usually against 1 

opponent.  

Jo: Wooden training staff 50” long ¾” to ¼” in 

diameter  

Jo Dori: Techniques of staff taking  

Kamae: a posture or stance of readiness, In each-

kamae there are differ-

ent positions for the 

hands or weapon 

Kata Dori: Shoulder or lapel grab  

Katate Dori: wrist grab  

Kiai: The release of spiritual and physical power  



 

 

Kohai:  Junior student  

Kokyu:  Breathing the power of breath and life 

Kosa dori:  Cross hand grab 

Kumi Jo:  Paired jo practice  

Kumi Tachi:  Paired sword practice  

Kyu:  White belt grade 

Maai:  The distance of space between two 

forces  

Misogi:  Purification of mind, body, and spirit. 

Sweating is misogi; cleaning is misogi  

Munetsuki:  straight punch for the heart or solar 

plexus  

Mushin:  No mind,  a mind without ego  

Nage:  a throw. One who throws  

Omote:  to the front  

Randori  free technique against multiple attack  

Rei:  To bow 

Ryote dori:  Two hands grabbing two hands 

Ryote mochi:  Two Hands grabbing one hand 

Samurai:  To serve  

Sensei:  Teacher, one who gives guidance along 

the way 

SHime  Choke  

Shomenuchi:  Strike to the top of the head  

Tachi:  Japanese long sword 

Tachi dori:  Technique of sword taking 

Taijutsu:  empty handed technique 

Tano dori;  techniques of knife  taking  

Tenkan:  turning to dissipate force  

Tori or Dori:  Grab  

Terms Continued 
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Tsuki:  straight punch or  a thrust with a weapon 

Uke:  one who received the person being 

thrown 

Ukemi:  techniques of falling 

Ura:  to the rear 

Ushiro:  from behind  

Waza:  technique  

Yokomenuchi:  strike to the side of the head usually the 

Yudansha;  Black belt rank holders  

Zanshin:  Continuity; remaining aware and prepared 

for the next action  



 

 

 

PARTS OF THE BODY  

 

ASHI FOOT    MEN    HEAD 

ROKKUTSU RIB AREA  MUNE   CHEST 

HIJI  ELBOW  TE   HAND 

KATA  SHOULDER  TEKUBI  WRIST 

KOSHI  HIP   YUBI   FINGERS 

KUBI  NECK   HARA                STOMACH 

KUCHI  MOUTH  SENAKA  BACK 

ME  EYES 

                          

Counting to ten 

ICHI   ONE   

NI   TWO  

SAN   THREE          

SHI   FOUR   

GO   FIVE  

ROKU   SIX  

SHICHI  SEVEN          

HACHI   EIGHT  

KYU   NINE 

Ju                                      Ten 

COMMON DOJO PHRASES  

ARIGATO                THANK YOU  

Douzo                          Please 

HAJIME                    PLEASE BEGAIN  

YAME                        PLEASE STOP  

KONNICHIWA          GOODAFTERNOON  

KONBANWA                   GOOD EVENING  

MOKUSOU                      MEDITATE  

Ohayougozaimasu      Good Morning 
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BUSHIDO    TENSHIN    DOJO    AIKIDO    TESTING    REQUIRMENT 

 

7Th K yu            Yellow  belt  2 months 25 hours of training 

Atemi:                 Kao-tsuki Mune-tsuki   Shomenunchi   Yokomenuchi   Ko-Yoko  

Kihon Ukemi:   Mae Ukemi   Mae Sutemi   Ushiro Ukemi    Ushiro Sutemi    

Geri Waza:       Mae Geri    Yoko Geri   Mawashi Geri   Ushiro Mawashi Geri 

Tai Sabaki:        Tenkan   Tai No Tenkan    Irimi    Shikko 

 

6Th Kyu             Orange belt  3 months 30 hours of training   

Katate dori    TenKan & Tenkan Kokyunage    Ryote dori   Tenchinage  & Kokyu dosa 

Shomenuchi    Suriage  & Suriage Tenkan        Kao-tsuki       Suriage  & Suriage Tenkan 

Kosa dori        Tenkan Kokyunage                          Kata dori         Soto Kiri Tenkan 

Yokomenuchi   Suriage &  Ukenagashi Tenkan 

Katate dori       Suriage TenKan                              Mae  geri            Suriage 

                                                                            Tai Sabaki (Randori)   

 

5Th  Kyu          Blue belt  4 months  50 hours of training   

Shomenuchi    Ikkyo & Irminage (  Omote & Ura )   Shomenuchi  Kotegashi                                                     

Kosa dori         Kotegaeshi 

 Katate dori     Shihounage  ( Omote  Ura )              Ryote dori       Kokyu dosa 

                              Tai Sabaki (Randori)   

 

4Th  Kyu           Purple belt  6 months  70 hours of training   

Shomenuchi     Ikkyo Nikyo & Irminage ( Omote / Ura ) & Kotegaeshi         

Ryote dori       Kokyu dosa       Katate dori     Shihounage  ( Omote  Ura ) &  Sayunage 

Kosa dori         Nikyo  ( Omote & Ura )  Kotegaeshi   Ushiro Tekubi dori     Kokyunage 

       Mae  geri   (Kicking Technique)                                            

     Tai Sabaki (Randori)   

 

3Rd   Kyu          Green  belt  7 months  80 hours of  training   

Shomenuchi    Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo YonKyo ( Omote & Ura Standing / Swariwaza ) 

Katate dori     Irminage  Kotegaeshi  kaitennag          Yokomenuchi         Shihounage 

Morote dori     5 Techniques                                                  Mune dori          5 Techniques 

       Ushiro Tekubi dori      Sankyo                          Hanmi handachi   Shihounage ( Katate )                           

                 Mae geri   (2 Kicking Techniques)                 Tai Sabaki (Randori)   



 

 

2nd   Kyu          Brown  belt  8 months  80 hours of  training 

 Shomenuchi  Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo YonKyo Iriminage (Omote & Ura) Standing  &       

Swariwaza  & Kotegaeshi Katennage                                                                                                                                                                                        

 Yokomenunchi             Sayunage  Shihounage  Kotegaeshi 

 Ushiro Tekubi dori    Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo YonKyo ( Omote & Ura )               

 Katate dori        5 Techniques                              Hanami   Handachi    5 Techniques                 

 Morote dori     5 Techniques                               Mune dori                      5 Techniques  

 Kao tsuki             5 Techniques                              Geri Waza   Techniques      

                    (Randori)   

          

1St  Kyu         Brown  belt w/black stripe   9 months 100 hours of  training 

Shomenuchi    Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo YonKyo ( Omote & Ura )                    

Kao tsuki    5 Techniques                   Yokomenunchi     Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo ( Omote & Ura )                             

Yokomenunchi    5 Techniques       Ushiro Tekubi dori Kubishime    5 Techniques                                                                

Ushrio Kata dori    Ikkyo Nikyo Sankyo  ( Omote & Ura )                   

Hanami   Handachi   5 Techniques     

Request  Free Techniques Including Geri (kicking Techniques)        Jiyu Waza   

                    Randori    2  Man attack   

        

Shodan : ( 120 hours and 10 months after receiving Ikkyu )   

All basic technique and previous requirements plus: 

Kumi Tachi : first 6 basic katas 

Tanto dori : a different techniques from each attacks 

Tachi dori: a total of five different techniques  

Randori:  three people attacking  

 

Nidan : ( minimum of 3 years of consistent training after receiving shodan ) 

   All basic techniques and previous requirements plus: 

Kumi Tachi: first twelve 12 basic katas 

Kumi Jo:        first 6 basic katas 

Randori :     three people attack with atem                         

         

Sandan : (420 hours AND OR 5 YEARS OF CONSISTENT TRAINING) (AFTER 

RECVEIVING Nidan) 

Yondan & Above:  ONLY BY RECOMMEDATION  OF SENSEI JOHN ARAUJO 
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Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation  

                                                                                                                     
The Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation (BTF) is the membership organization that affiliates dojo's throughout the 

country and international under the instruction Of John Araujo Shihan. The BTF is a not-for-profit organization 

(501-C3), providing both technical and administrative guidance and support to its members.  

 

The BTF not only oversees the practice of Aikido and its instruction but also develops and maintains rigorous tech-

nical standards, while advancing and promoting the practice of Aikido through various activities. The BTF regis-

ters Dan grades directly, while standardizing all ranking requirements consistent with it's regulations. The BTF 

also organizes, promotes and conducts Aikido demonstrations and international seminars, encourages activities of 

member dojos. 

 

The direction and management of the BTF is under the governance of a Board of Directors, a Technical Commit-

tee, and a Director of Operations. The Chairman of the Technical Committee and President of the Board of Direc-

tors is John Araujo Shihan, Chief Instructor of Aikido Of Bristol County. Araujo Sensei leads the BTF with a pro-

found understanding of Aikido and its history. Under Araujo Sensei’s leadership, the primary focus and priority of 

the BTF Board and Committees is to maintain a unity through technical standards for all members, to create a 

strong cohesion between and accessibility to senior instructors of  Aikido world-wide, and to implement a clear 

pathway for the continuity of our high standards of practice. 

 

The Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation is dedicated to practicing and sharing our Aikido. We are free from poli-

tics, egos and distractions. We provide positive, supportive guidance on and off the mat to help everyone succeed 

and achieve their Aikido goals.Those seeking to convert from other forms will find we honor all ranks and certifi-

cations. We seek to provide more skills, not replace the ones you have earned already. 

 

The BTF does not advocate, support, or practice unlawful discrimination based on age, ethnicity, gender, national 

origin, disability, race, size, religion, sexual orientation, or socio-economic background  Whether looking to start a 

dojo/club, or have an existing school, we welcome you in and will help you grow. Several strategies are available 

for beginners and those accomplished Aikidoka looking to study the Tenshin ways. Seminars, private sessions and 

DVD learning systems are all available to help in your transition to this powerful martial art.  

                                                                                                                                                                                 

Starting at day one, students are trained in foot work and how to manage a fall or takedown without injury. This is 

immediately followed by in-depth striking and deflection training. This system allows students with only a short 

period of training to be able to deflect an attack while taking an advantageous position and execute counter strikes. 

As understanding in techniques increase, so does the student's available martial tools. Before long, students can not 

only defend themselves through striking, but are capable of complete control over an attacker. Bushido Tenshin 

Aikido provides a martial approach to the art of Aikido. 

 

While honoring traditional Aikido, Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation takes a different approach by using both 

traditional and non-traditional attacks and techniques. Built on the foundation of Tenshin deflections, footwork and 

ukemi, Bushido Tenshin Aikido Federation forges a different path from the standard traditional Aikido. 

 

                                                                                        



 

 

Hosting a Seminar 

 

 

Traditional Japanese Protocol Make sure the entire dojo is clean and fresh.  

(Refer to dojo protocol.) 

 

Provide Sensei with a clean and comfortable separate changing area. 

 

Display fresh flowers or a plant near or on the Shomen. 

 

Launder and press all of Sensei’s keiko gi’s.  

 

Offer Sensei water and refreshments at any intermission time  

during the seminar.  

 

Always offer to fold Sensei’s hakama when he is removing his hakama.  

 

Return Hakama folded properly to Sensei.  Bow when he is  

receiving hakama. 

 

Provide an inexpensive gift for Sensei to present at the end of the  

seminar. 

 

All dojo members to pitch in moneys for Sensei gift, food etc.  

 

Gift to be presented by dojo-cho.  

  

Gift retrieved from a dojo sempai or designee. As sempai/ designee  

 when retrieving the gift to dojo-cho, move quickly. 

 

When dining, serve Sensei when necessary. 

 

Do not eat before Sensei, even at his request.  No Thank you Sensei is 

proper. 

 

Always refer to Sensei inside or out of the dojo as Sensei. 

 

Serve and assist Sensei when it deems necessary. 

 

 

 

For lining up and conducting order, please refer to daily traditional 

Japanese protocol. Always express and show thankfulness for Sen-

sei’s time and teachings. 
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Japanese Traditional Dojo Protocol 

 

 Keep the dojo clean and orderly at all times. 

 Clean the Shomen after every class. 

Sweep mats before and after class. 

 Clean and organize weapon racks before and after every class. 

Wash and disinfect mats on a regular basis. 

 Keep shoe rack clean and free of zori when no class. It is not storage. 

 Keep bathroom clean and fresh. 

 Have toiletries and paper towels available. 

 Maintain a quality first aid kit. 

 If dojo has mirrors, keep them clean. 

 Provide a fresh supply of water. 

 Keep uniforms all standard. White.  No headbands 

 If an under T shirt is necessary, white color is necessary. 

 Make sure uniform is clean and wrinkle free. 

 Be dressed and ready before class starts. 

Make sure belt is clean and tied properly. 

 Do not take belt off in the dojo area.  Dressing room only. 

 Sempai is to offer to fold Sensei’s hakama. Fold it properly. 

 When getting on and off the mat always bow. 

When arriving and departing the dojo bow and greet others in the  

dojo. 

Talking in the dojo especially on the mat needs to be limited. 

When getting on and off  the mat bow in, sit in seiza and bow in to  

O Sensei. 

When on the mat if you are not stretching, please sit in seiza. 

Never sit or stand during class between Sensei and the Shomen. 

Always pay attention to Sensei. 

Ask questions when allowed, but do not question. 

Keep your mind open to all teachings from Sensei. 

Pay tuition and test fees on time. 

Record training hours honestly yourself. 

Follow traditional opening and closing of class every class. 

Keep left hand on the mat, head in upright position watching Sensei 

Always follow Federation warm up format. 

Always conduct yourself in proper mannerism. Don’t laugh or argue  

with others. 

Volunteer to help Sensei with cleaning or other work around the 

 dojo. 

 

 

This is a general guide to follow for every day dojo protocol.  It is the    

responsibility of everyone in the dojo to make sure protocol is being 

followed.  Let us all remember what the dojo means to us and how the 

dojo build spirit. Without protocol in training, we have no training. 

Domo Arigato. 

 

  

 

  



 

 

 

John Araujo Sensei 


